
St Joseph's Reading for 
Pleasure School Improvement 
Journey

Reading for pleasure Pedagogy into practice

St Josephs is a one form entry primary school located in the old mining town 
of Dinnington in South Yorkshire. The proportion of disadvantaged pupils is 
above national average, with many children coming from low socio-
economic backgrounds (33% PP). 

Over the past year St Joseph’s school has been on a successful 
journey of improvement. Reading remains to be a key driving force 
in improving the quality of education and the lives of the families in 
our community.



Explore



Explore

Children’s RfP attitudes and assurances as readers

Strengths:

• Children were read aloud to frequently in school

• Pupils could name class texts

• Children enjoy been read to

Areas to develop:

• Not all children enjoy reading

• Not all children enjoy read aloud time in school

• Children are not read to at home/ engage in book talk

• Children couldn’t always name the authors of texts



Prepare
Our main whole school aims were established 
and an action plan was devised.

• To develop teacher knowledge of a range of 
diverse children’s literature, current authors 
and text types including poetry. 

• Develop staff knowledge of all children’s 
reading preferences and knowing every child 
as a reader.

• Encourage informal book talk, inside text talk 
and recommendations across school.

“Reading for pleasure is more closely associated 
with intrinsic motivation; it is reading 
that children do for themselves at their own 
pace, with whom they choose and in their own 
way.” (Teresa Cremin)



Deliver

Aim 1 - Develop teacher knowledge of a range of diverse 
children’s literature, current authors and text types 
including poetry. 





Deliver 





Deliver 
Aim 3 - Encourage informal book talk, inside text 
talk and recommendations across school

• Children are provided with social and child led reading 
opportunities. Children are given opportunities to visit the school 
library to select and talk about books.

• Independent reading time became a more sociable experience, 
book review opportunities in each class. This didn’t happen over 
night, teachers modeled how to use them.

• Texts that temp for all children to talk about in social an inviting 
reading spaces. Building of reading communities with families –
huge success

• Virtual stay and read followed by family bubble reading sessions 
out doors. One parent of a focus child – bottom 20% in school 
said 'if you inspire children to read they will read'. Direct impact 
on families. Families recommending texts for one another.



Parent stay and 
read event

• Bottom 20% families targeted - huge success.

• Have done virtual events during lockdown, this 
was our first face to face event that we carried 
out outdoors.

• Families were invited to share stories after 
school with hotdogs and hot chocolates. 
Children in EYFS wrote invites for families and 
children visited the school library to choose 
books to share with parents together.

• Quote from parent "I just wanted to say thank 
you for this afternoon, it was lovely to sit with 
the children at school and talk about what 
they're reading all together, we really enjoyed 
it and will definitely be part of it again".

• "If you inspire children to read, they will read."



Stay and read event
building communities of readers 
Rfp strategies modeled to parents 





Our reading classrooms
social, child led & inviting



Indepentent reading time followed 
by book talk EYFS – Y6



Supporting families and child led 
reading expereinces





Social reading experiences and spaces



percentage of 
children who read 

every day for 
pleasure 

September 

2020

December 

2020

June 

2021

EYFS 78% 100% 100%

Y1 64% 93% 100%

Y2 65% 96% 100%

Y3 73% 100% 100%

Y4 57% 76% 100%

Y5 54% 63% 78%

Y6 53% 95% 95%



Impact on staff

• Rfp pedagogy is becoming embedded in practice. There has 
been a shift in the perception of teachers. This will impact 
teaching and learning for years to come. Rfp is valued and 
understood.

• Shift in teachers attitudes - seeing the bigger picture. 

• Knows and understands the importance of Rfp and the impact 
it can have on children's lives. He regularly engages in book 
chat and recommends texts to children, this has had a huge 
impact on his class' reading journey in particular.



Impact on staff
"The most enjoyable thing for myself as a 
teacher this year is being able to read 
books with my pupils, as a class together. 
During reading for pleasure time I can 
read my own RFP book while the children 
read theirs. We are able to have 
wonderful discussions on what we are all 
reading and it’s a really enjoyable time of 
the day."

"The reluctant readers in my class now 
can’t wait for story time or RFP time. They 
are able to confidently discuss their book 
in detail and the most important thing for 
me is that they are now taking their love 
for reading home. They are reading 
regular at home and having that precious 
1:1 interaction time with parents which 
will hopefully continue in years to come."



Focus child
Y3 boy

September

Had just become 
a fluent reader 

but did not 
choose to read.

June

Reads daily and 
has a love for 

reading, engages in 
book talk throught 

the day.

What do you love about reading ?

"I like fun stories and reading makes 
me clever so I can get a good job."

"I love reading now and I even read 
with my mum at home. I bought some 
Marvel books from the shop the other 
day to read with her. My favorite part 

of the day is RfP time in the 
afternoon."

Class teacher has had a immense impact on acting as a reading role model. 
Next steps to broaden the range texts the child chooses to read.



Focus child
Y6 girl

September
'lukewarm' reader – a 
confident reader who 
sometimes chose to 

read. "I don’t 
really talk to my 

teacher about books."

June
Reads daily and 

has a love for 
reading, engages in 

book chat with 
adults and peers 

daily.

what is your 
favorite thing about 

reading?

"You can escape in a 
good book, I enjoy 

reading the same books 
as my friends and talking 

about them."

Increasing the range of text types and providing texts that 
tempt along with more social reading experinceshas had the 

greatest impact on this child's reading journey.



Focus child
EYFS boy

September
Enjoyed engaging in 

story time, didn’t 
choose to read in 
provision during 
choosing time.

June

Frequently engages 
in independent 
reading when in 

provision. Is able to 
talk in a small group 

about books.

Where is your favorite 
place to read?

"I like reading at school 
and home. We can read 

books outside in the 
reading shed and inside 

with my friends."

Modeling of independent reading and book chat and 
working with the child's family has had a great impact 

on this child's reading journey.



Sustain 

• On reflection, due to my own reading experiences, I 
perhaps took it for granted and assumed reading 
was simply part of childhood. I realised that it is more than 
reading it is social justice and life changing for a child.

• I also took it for granted that all teachers were keen 
readers, the shift in attitudes has probably had one of the 
greatest impacts.

• The shift from just instrumental reading teaching to a Rfp
focus as been huge. Attitudes across all staff have changed. 
We teach children to read so that they are able to choose 
to read. Reading can solve problems and change a child's 
future. The will influences the skill and vice versa. 

• Providing children with the ability and ambition to read is a 
key driving force in achieving social justice and closing the 
gap. Children learn how to read to enable them to choose 
to read for pleasure and enjoyment.

Being a frequent reader is more of
an advantage than having well-educated 
parents.

(OECD, 2002)



Sustain 

• The journey is on going – it Is not over. Next 
step to review will all staff and share next 
steps form audit. 

• Summer raeding challenge – please share 
any ideas you have for encuraging this.

• Begin staff meetings with book blethers, 
imporving staff confidence of book talk and a 
knowledge of authors and text

• Focus on wider curriculum Rfp Books can be 
a valuable pre teach – Vocabulary that 
children learn through reading is 
much more embedded than explicit 
vocabulary teaching. Drip books in before 
new topics begin





Social and choice led




